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0 of 0 review helpful Erotic or Not By Fitizee Not sure if I am a fan of this story As I read many different genre I was 
open to the premise of this book but I feel a little let down Sarah Jameson Self absorbed narcissistic main character 
Retired porn star turned geology professor recruited to go on a space mission with others in her geology profession 
and a team of SEAL demolition experts to alter the traje Warning This novel contains very explicit sexual content Life 
is good for Sarah Jameson Her love of geology is only surpassed by her love of women She is very famous but only by 
her stage name which she wishes she d never taken Most everywhere she goes this name follows her around like a tail 
Her undeniable beauty is clearly remembered by so many men and women too but it is what she did with her pure sex 
appeal that earned her fame Sarah was once the ver 
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